Abstract. We give local descriptions of parabolic contact structures and show how their flat models yield explicit PDE having symmetry algebras isomorphic to all complex simple Lie algebras except sl2. This yields a remarkably uniform generalization of the Cartan-Engel models from 1893 in the G2 case. We give a formula for the harmonic curvature of a G2-contact structure and describe submaximally symmetric models for general G-contact structures.
Introduction
The Cartan-Killing classification of all complex simple Lie algebras was one of the great milestones of 19th century mathematics. In addition to the classical series of type A , B , C , D (corresponding to the complex matrix Lie algebras sl `1 , so 2 `1 , sp 2 , so 2 ), five surprising "exceptional" Lie algebras of type G 2 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 of dimensions 14, 52, 78, 133, 248 were discovered. Since Lie algebras arose from the study of transformation groups, one can naturally ask for geometric structures whose symmetry algebra is a given simple Lie algebra. In 1893, Cartan [5] and Engel [11] announced the first explicit (local) geometric realizations for G 2 (see Table 1 ), most of which can be formulated as differential equations.
Later, in his 5-variables paper [7] , Cartan established remarkable correspondences between:
‚ contact (external) symmetries of (non-Monge-Ampère) parabolic Goursat PDE in the plane; ‚ contact (external) symmetries of nonlinear involutive pairs of PDE in the plane; ‚ symmetries of p2, 3, 5q-distributions. In a tour-de-force application of his method of equivalence, Cartan then solved the equivalence problem for p2, 3, 5q-distributions. Nowadays, we formalize this as a (regular, normal) parabolic geometry of type pG 2 , P 1 q. (For the parabolic subgroup P 1 Ă G 2 , see "Conventions" below.) This yields a notion of curvature for such geometries and there is a (locally) unique "flat" model with maximal symmetry dimension dimpG 2 q " 14. The 1893 G 2 -models E, E, F are associated to the flat case of this general curved story.
Dim
Geometric structure Model 7 Parabolic Goursat PDE F 9pu xx q 2`1 2pu yy q 2 pu xx u yy´p u xy q 2 q 32pu xy q 3´3 6u xx u xy u yy " 0 6 Involutive pair of PDE E u xx " [30] generalized the reduction theorems underlying Cartan's correspondences in [7, 8] . For all G ‰ A , C , he identified the reduced geometries analogous to G 2 {P 1 (see [30, pg.310] ) and proved the existence of corresponding (nonlinear) PDE admitting external symmetry g. However, these PDE were not explicitly described.
1 Exhibiting these models is one of the results of our article. Notably absent in the Cartan-Yamaguchi story is Engel's 1893 model, namely a contact 5-manifold whose contact distribution is endowed with a twisted cubic field, which is the flat model for G 2 -contact structures, i.e. G 2 {P 2 geometries. Our article will focus on its generalization to structures called G-contact structures (or parabolic contact structures), modelled on the adjoint variety G{P -G ad ãÑ Ppgq of a (connected) complex simple Lie group G. This adjoint variety is always a complex contact manifold except for A 1 {P 1 -P 1 , so G " A 1 -SL 2 will be henceforth excluded. Letting dimpG{P q " 2n`1, a G-contact structure consists of a contact manifold pM 2n`1 , Cq (locally, the first jet-space J 1 pC n , Cq) with C (a field of conformal symplectic spaces) equipped with additional geometric data.
Restrict now to G ‰ A , C . Earlier formulations of G-contact structures identified C as a tensor product of one or more auxilliary vector bundles: in the G 2 case, C -S 3 E where E Ñ M has rank two, and similarly for the exceptional cases [4, §4.2.8]; for the B , D cases (Lie contact structures), see [25] . While these abstract descriptions were sufficient for solving the equivalence problem, no concrete local descriptions were given in these works. Recently, a local description in terms of a conformal quartic tensor rQs on C was used by Nurowski [22] and Leistner et al. [18] . But this viewpoint does not naturally lead to PDE.
We start from Engel's algebro-geometric perspective: G-contact structures can be described in terms of a sub-adjoint variety field V Ă PpCq. But V naturally induces other fields p V Ă r V Ă M p1q and τ pVq " tQ " 0u Ă PpCq, and it turns out that these essentially give equivalent descriptions of the same G-contact structure. In particular, their symmetry algebras are the same. Here, M p1q Ñ M is the LagrangeGrassmann bundle, whose fibre over m P M is the Lagrangian-Grassmannian LGpC m q. Locally, M p1q is isomorphic to the second jet-space J 2 pC n , Cq, so p V and r V yield second-order PDE E and F. (Note E Ă F.) Since the equivalence problem for G-contact structures is solved (see [4] for details) via a (regular, normal) parabolic geometry of type pG, P q, the maximal symmetry dimension is dimpGq, and the (locally unique) flat G-contact structure realizes it. In this way, the flat structure yields G-invariant PDE E and F (fibred over M " G{P ) with (external / contact) symmetry algebra precisely g.
To make E and F explicit locally, we use (see §2.3) the parametric description of a sub-adjoint variety due to Landsberg and Manivel [19] in terms of a (complex) Jordan algebra W with cubic form C P S 3 W˚. Let n " 1`dimpW q. Pick any basis tw a u n´1 a"1 on W (with dual basis tw a u) and let tx i u n´1 i"0 be corresponding linear coordinates adapted to C n -C ' W . Extend this to standard jet-space coordinates px i , u, u i , u ij q on J 2 pC n , Cq. Then Theorem 3.3 gives our generalization in a uniform manner (see Tables 2 and 3 ).
F Ă J 2 pC n , Cq # u 00 " t a t b u ab´2 Cpt 3 q u a0 " t b u ab´3 2 C a pt 2 q E Ă J 2 pC n , Cq pu ij q "˜u 00 u 0b u a0 u ab¸"¨C pt 3 q 3 2 C b pt 2 q 3 2 C a pt 2 q 3C ab ptq‚ pJ 1 pC n , Cq, C, Vq V " trVpλ, tqs : rλ, ts P PpC ' W qu Ă PpCq, where Vpλ, tq " λ 3 X 0´λ 2 t a X a´1 2 Cpt 3 qU 0´3 2 λC a pt 2 qU a , and X i " B x i`u i B u , U i " B u i pJ 1 pC n , Cq, C, rQsq Q " pω i θ i q 2`2 θ 0 CpΩ 3 q´2ω 0 C˚pΘ 3 q´9C a pΩ 2 qpC˚q a pΘ 2 q, where ω i " dx i , θ i " du i , Ω " ω a b w a , Θ " θ a b w a pt " t a w a P W ; n " 1`dimpW q; 0 ď i, j ď n´1; 1 ď a, b ď n´1q Table 2 . Equivalent descriptions of the flat G-contact structure pG ‰ A , C q 1 In [31, Sec.6.3], Yamaguchi gave explicit linear PDE with E6 and E7 symmetry, but these are not the PDE from [30] .
Cubic Jordan algebra W JS 2 ´5 JS 2 ´6 J 3 pHq J 3 p0q Table 3 . Data associated with the flat G-contact structure pG ‰ A , C q Remarkably, the PDE F and E admit an even simpler description: they are respectively the first and second-order envelopes of the family of inhomogeneous linear PDE u 00´2 t a u a0`t a t b u ab " Cpt 3 q parametrized by t " t a w a P W , i.e. a (generalized) Goursat parameterization.
Computing symmetries of PDE [23, 17] is algorithmic, but it is virtually impossible for most of our PDE E and F using standard techniques (even with the aid of computer algebra). In stark contrast, symmetries of V can be efficiently computed by-hand (Theorem 3.4) and uniform formulas for g represented as contact vector fields are given in Table 7 . These make explicit some statements made in [6] , e.g. Cartan briefly writes: "Endlich habe ich eine einfache 248-gliedrige Berührungstransformationsgruppe G 248 in R 29 gefunden." (Cartan is actually referring to a representation of E 8 on the 57-dimensional contact manifold E 8 {P 8 ; this has local coordinates px i , u, u i q, and R 29 refers to the coordinates px i , uq, despite the fact that there is no natural fibration.) Our formulas generalize those of [18, §4.4] for G 2 and B 3 obtained via rQs. Similar uniform descriptions appeared in work of Günaydin and Pavlyk [12, §4.1]. Our approach identifies a rich geometric / PDE perspective underlying these descriptions.
The canonical distribution C p1q on M p1q induces a distribution D on E. The tableau associated to pE, Dq is involutive (in the sense of Cartan-Kähler) only in the G 2 or B 3 cases (Theorem 3.10). Also, pE, Dq has infinite-dimensional (internal) symmetry algebra because of a rank one distribution ChpDq of Cauchy characteristics, i.e. symmetries of pE, Dq contained in D itself. The (local) leaf space E " E{ ChpDq inherits a distribution D (see (3.24) ), which can be expressed 2 as the mixed order, vector PDE E Ă J 1,2 pC n´1 , C 2 q:
Here, we regard Z, U as functions of X a , and Z a , U ab refer to
The PDE (1.1) provides a fifth model with symmetry g, and generalizes the Hilbert-Cartan equation in the G 2 case, which is a second-order Monge equation. (See [2] for Monge geometries of first-order.) All solutions to (1.1) are given in §3.6.2, and these lead to solutions of E. Involutivity in the G 2 or B 3 cases leads to solutions depending on one or two functions of one variable respectively, but only on arbitrary constants in the general case.
While the PDE F and E in the flat case are indeed those implicitly referred to by Yamaguchi, this is a priori not clear since we obtained these in a completely different manner via fibrewise constructions on V. This is discussed in §3.6 and §3.7 where the associated reduction theory is illustrated in detail. In particular, pE, Dq is the flat model for the reduced geometries identified by Yamaguchi. Most of these geometries are rigid: only the G 2 and B 3 cases admit curved deformations.
Following our initial arXiv post of this article, other (hypersurface) PDE with symmetry g, alternative to our F, were found [1] . While these are equivalent representations of the flat G-contact structure, their relationship to the sub-adjoint variety field V is unclear. Uncovering such natural geometric constructions would allow these new PDE to be written explicitly, analogous to what we have done here. The reduction theory for these PDE would be an interesting topic for investigation.
In §3.8, we discuss the geometry associated with the exceptional type A and C cases. We have:
‚ u ij " 0, 1 ď i, j ď n has point symmetry A n`1 , i.e. the flat A n`1 -contact structure. ‚ u ijk " 0, 1 ď i, j, k ď n has contact symmetry C n`1 , i.e. the flat C n`1 {P 1,n`1 structure. 2 The expression (1.1) is only a mnemonic device: "symmetries" refer to internal symmetries of pE, Dq, independent of J 1,2 .
Via a twistor correspondence [3] , the latter can be viewed as the flat C n`1 -contact structure. Indeed, all (complex) parabolic contact structures admit a description in terms of PDE. All G-contact structures are non-rigid geometries and we briefly discuss the non-flat case in §4. For G 2 -contact structures ( §4.1), we give a formula for the harmonic curvature and give some symmetry classification results. We then conclude with some submaximally symmetric models in the general case ( §4.2 and §4.3). In general, the PDE E and F for non-flat G-contact structures do not satisfy the CartanYamaguchi reduction criteria, which explains the absence of V in their story.
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Conventions
We will work exclusively with complex Lie groups and Lie algebras, complex manifolds and jet-spaces, etc. (However, all our results are analogously true for split-real forms.)
Given a rank complex simple Lie algebra g, a Borel subalgebra is assumed fixed. Let h be the Cartan subalgebra, root system ∆ Ă h˚, simple roots ∆ 0 " tα i u i"1 (use the Bourbaki / LiE ordering), and dual basis tZ i u i"1 Ă h. Let g α be the root space for α P ∆. Let tλ i u i"1 be the fundamental weights.
A parabolic subalgebra p Ă g is marked by crosses on the nodes I p " ti : g´α i Ć pu Ă t1, ..., u of the Dynkin diagram of g. A parabolic subgroup P Ă G with Lie algebra p is denoted by P Ip . (For the closed Gorbit G{P ãÑ PpVq, where the G-irrep V has highest weight λ " ř i"1 r i pλqλ i , we have I p " ti : r i pλq ‰ 0u.) The grading element Z " ř iPIp Z i gives a grading g "
2. Sub-adjoint varieties and natural constructions 2.1. The Lagrangian-Grassmannian. Let n ě 2 and let pV, ηq be a 2n-dimensional symplectic vector space. A subspace L Ă V is Lagrangian if dimpLq " n and η| L " 0. The Lagrangian-Grassmannian
LGpV q consists of all such subspaces and depends only on the conformal class rηs. The Lie groups SppV q and CSppV q consist of linear transformations of V that preserve η and rηs respectively. These act transitively on the manifold LGpV q. Since T L pLGpV-S 2 L˚, then dimpLGpV"`n`1 2˘. A basis te 1 , ..., e 2n u of pV, ηq is conformal symplectic (a "CS-basis") if η is represented in this basis by a multiple of´0 . Now o " spante 1 , ..., e n u has stabilizer P n " !´A B 0 pA J q´1¯: A´1B symmetric ) Ă SppV q with Lie algebra p n Ă sp 2n . We obtain standard coordinates about o by mapping the symmetric matrix X to spante i`Xij e n`j u n i"1 .
2.2. Adjoint and sub-adjoint varieties. Let G be a (connected) complex simple Lie group with Lie algebra g. The unique closed G-orbit G{P -G ad ãÑ Ppgq is the adjoint variety of G. This is a complex contact manifold except when G " A 1 (henceforth excluded). Otherwise, the reductive part G 0 Ă P induces a G 0 -invariant contact grading on g, induced by a grading element Z P zpg 0 q (see "Conventions"):
where p " g ě0 and pg´kq˚-g k for k ‰ 0 (via the Killing form); ‚ rg i , g j s Ă g i`j for i, j P Z (take g i " 0 for |i| ą 2); ‚ g´is a Heisenberg algebra, i.e. dimpg´2q " 1 and the bracket η : Ź 2 g´1 Ñ g´2 is non-degenerate.
In particular, V " g´1 is a CS-vector space and
For G ‰ A , C , we have λ " λ j (i.e. j is the "contact node"), P " P j is maximal parabolic, and g 0 " zpg 0 q ' g ss 0 with zpg 0 q spanned by Z " Z j . The sub-adjoint variety V for G is the unique closed G 0 -orbit in PpV q. The stabilizer in the semisimple part F " G ss 0 of the highest weight line l 0 P V Ă PpV q is a parabolic subgroup Q Ă F , and this induces a |1|-grading f " f´1 ' f 0 ' f 1 with q " f 0 ' f 1 . Furthermore, V Ă PpV q is smooth, irreducible, and Legendrian, i.e. p T l V P LGpV q at any l P V. Here, the affine tangent space p T l V Ă V is the span of l and the tangent space to the cone over V at any nonzero point along l.
LGp3, 6q
Grp3, 6q
Freudenthal variety Table 4 . Sub-adjoint varieties
We can arrive at Table 4 in a uniform manner via the Dynkin diagram Dpgq:
‚ Given P " P j Ă G, remove the contact node j from Dpgq to obtain Dpfq. ‚ For every node i connected to j in Dpgq: inscribe a 1 over i if the bond is simple or is directed from i to j; otherwise inscribe the multiplicity of the bond. This yields V " g´1 as an f-module. ‚ Crossed nodes for Q Ă F correspond to the neighbouring nodes N pjq to j in Dpgq.
Example 2.1.
indicates that for
We have several naturally associated objects inheriting G 0 -invariance from V Ă PpV q:
(This is a hypersurface.) (3) The tangential variety τ pVq " Ť lPV Pp p T l Vq Ă PpV q is a quartic hypersurface, so τ pVq " tQ " 0u for some symmetric tensor Q P S 4 V˚. Let rQs " tcQ : c ‰ 0u denote its conformal class. Example 2.2 (G 2 {P 2 ). Here, V " g´1 -S 3 C 2 as a module for g 0 -gl 2 . Let C 2 " spantr, su, so gl 2 is spanned by I " rB r`s B s , E " rB s , H " rB r´s B s , F " sB r . Then V has a GL 2 -invariant CS-form rηs, where
The twisted cubic V " trv 3 s : rvs P P 1 u Ă PpV q is GL 2 -invariant. In V , differentiating γptq " pr`tsq 3 at t " 0 yields the osculating sequence V 0 Ă V´1 Ă V´2 Ă V´3 " V , where V 0 " spantr 3 u, V´1 :" p T rx 3 s V " spantr 3 , r 2 su is Legendrian, and V´2 " spantr 3 , r 2 s, rs 2 u. In the dual basis θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 to pr 3 , 3r 2 s, 3rs 2 , s 3 q, we have η " 6pθ 1^θ4´3 θ 2^θ3 q. The discriminant of f " a 1 r 3`3 a 2 r 2 s`3a 3 rs 2`a 4 s 3 is:
and this is conformally G 0 -invariant. The locus Q " 0 consists of all binary cubics with a multiple root.
sppV q is a maximal subalgebra. Proof. There are no proper f-invariant subspaces of V , so the inclusion f ãÑ sppV q is irreducible. From Dynkin [10] (see also [24, Chp. 6, Thms. 3.1-3.3]), the maximal subalgebras m ãÑ sppV q are:
. This is true for f when G " B or D with d 1 " 2. ‚ m simple: Aside from the exceptions in [24, Table 7 ], all non-trivial irreps ψ : m Ñ sppV q yield ψpmq Ă sppV q a maximal subalgebra. This is true for f when G is exceptional.
Proposition 2.4. Given the sub-adjoint variety V Ă PpV q for G ‰ A , C , any of V, p V, r V, or rQs reduces the structure algebra csppV q to g 0 . Proof. Let s Ă csppV q be the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of any of the given objects, so g 0 Ă s. We have csppV q " CˆsppV q with C " zpg 0 q. Since f Ă sppV q is maximal, the result follows.
2.3. Jordan algebras and sub-adjoint varieties. Sub-adjoint varieties V Ă PpV q admit a remarkably uniform description in terms of Jordan algebras, which we review here.
Fixing
In all our cases, V´3 " V . This filtration has as its associated-graded grpV q " À iď0 V i , where V i :" V i {V i`1 , and this is naturally an F 0 -module. Since f " f´1 ' q and V´1 " f¨l 0 , then the (intrinsic) tangent space
In [19, §5.1], Landsberg and Manivel gave the following f ss 0 -module descriptions 3 of f and V :
where W is the (complex) Jordan algebra 4 corresponding to G (Table 3) , which admits a natural cubic form C P S 3 W˚with symmetry algebra f ss 0 (Table 5) . Such W and C are given below:
where A R is 0 (trivial algebra) or R, C, H, O. Here, Cpt 3 q " detptq is the determinant, defined via the Cayley-Hamilton identity (see [26, 
where C m carries a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form x¨,¨y. Here, Cpt 3 q " xv, vyλ, where t " pv, λq. We will often use an adapted basis: Let w 8 " 1 span the C-factor and pick a basis tw a u m a"1 of C m with C 8ab " xw a , w b y " δ b,a 1 , where a 1 :" m`1´a. Table 5 . A magic rectangle
On V -grpV q, we have the structure of a graded f ss 0 -algebra [20, Cor.3.8] (induced from V and the choice of l 0 ). The non-degenerate pairing V´1ˆV´2 Ñ V´3 -C then identifies V´2 -W˚, while C arises from the (symmetric) pairing V´1ˆV´1 Ñ V´2. The highest weight of W -f´1 as a f ss 0 -module is obtained from F {Q analogous to how the highest weight of V " g´1 as g ss 0 -module was obtained from G{P . Lemma 2.5. C : W Ñ S 2 W˚is injective.
Proof. This is immediate for the spin factor, J 3 pHq, and J 3 p0q cases. For W " J 3 pAq, S 2 W˚" S 2 0 W˚'W as a sum of f ss 0 -irreps (S 2 0 W˚Ă S 2 W˚denotes the highest weight component), e.g. when G " E 8 , we have f ss 0 " E 6 , and W, W˚, S 2 0 W˚have f ss 0 -weights λ 6 , λ 1 , 2λ 1 . The claim follows by Schur's lemma.
3 In [19, §5.1], note that our f, f0 are their g, l respectively. Also, while [19] mainly concentrates on the exceptional cases, the first sentence of [19, p.496] indicates that the spin factor cases similarly satisfy (2.4)-(2.5). 4 The Jordan algebra structure will not play any explicit role in this article. Instead, C will play a fundamental role.
Fix a basis tw a u n´1 a"1 of W and tw a u n´1 a"1 its dual basis. On V " C ' W ' C ' W˚, take the basis
Notation: Given t " t a w a P W , write Cpt 3 q :" Cpt, t, tq " C abc t a t b t c P C, while C a pt 2 q :" C abc t b t c " 1 3 B t a pCpt 3and C ab ptq :" C abc t c "
We have the following descriptions of V, p V, r V, and rQs, which are derived from Landsberg-Manivel [19] .
Proposition 2.6. The basis (2.6) is a CS-basis on V for the (f-invariant) symplectic form given in [19, Prop.5.4] . In this basis, V is locally parametrized about l 0 " r1, 0, 0, 0s by t " t a w a P W via
In standard coordinates pu ij q (see §2.1) about o " C ' W P LGpV q induced from (2.6), we locally have
In particular, dimp p Vq " dimpW q and codimp r Vq " 1.
Proof. The first claim is clear and (2.7) follows from φ in [19, Sec.1.2] . Put the components of l " φptq and
Bφ
Bt b into the rows of a matrix and then row reduce to obtain p V:
For the incidence condition l Ă L, the bottom row must be zero, and this yields r V.
Remarkably, p V and r V can also be derived via an envelope construction:
Corollary 2.7. Consider the family of hypersurfaces
LGpV q parametrized by t P W . Its first and second order envelopes are r V and p V respectively.
Proof. We readily verify that r V " tG t " 0,
BGt
Bt a " 0u tPW and p V " tG t " 0,
Bt a " 0,
Bt a Bt b " 0u tPW . To describe Q, we use the dual cubic C˚P S 3 W (see Table 6 ), induced from C P S 3 W˚via a multiple of the trace form t Þ Ñ trpt 2 q on the Jordan algebra W . To fix this multiple, we use the normalization 
JS m t " pv, λq Þ Ñ xv, vy`λ 2 pv˚, µq Þ Ñ ppv˚q 7 , µq xv, vyλ xpv˚q 7 , pv˚q 7 yµ C˚to get to our normalization. Then substitute v " pα,´6r,´4s˚,´4β˚q and rescale Q.
3 . In the CS-basis pb 0 , b 1 , b 0 , b 1 q " pr 3 ,´3r 2 s,´6s 3 ,´6rs 2 q, rpr`tsq 3 s takes the form in (2.7) and Q from (2.3) takes the form in (2.12).
On
The Plücker embedding identifies LGp2, 4q with Q " trzs : pz, zq " 0u Ă Pp Ź 2 0 V q -P 4 , where elements of
(The latter does not hold for other G.) About o " spantb 0 , b 1 u, standard coordinates pu 00 , u 01 , u 11 q on LGp2, 4q correspond to spantb 0`u00 b 0ù
Via Plücker, this is p1, u 00 , u 01 , u 11 , u 00 u 11´p u 01 q 2 q with respect to the basis
by γptq "´1,
12¯, and γptq`µγ 1 ptq is given by u 00 "
2`µ t, u 11 " t`µ is its tangent developable.
6 Eliminating µ yields (2.9) for r V. Note that p V is a null curve and r V is a null surface in LGp2, 4q for the conformal structure rdu 00 du 11´p du 01 q 2 s.
3. Parabolic contact structures and flat models 3.1. Contact geometry. We now summarize the geometric construction of jet spaces [27, 23, 17] .
Given a contact manifold pM 2n`1 , Cq, the corank one contact distribution C Ă ΓpT M q is completely nonintegrable. For any local defining 1-form σ (unique up to a conformal factor), this means that σ^pdσq n ‰ 0 everywhere and so η " pdσq| C yields a CS-form on C. Define the Lagrange-Grassmann bundle π : M p1q Ñ M by letting LGpC m q be its fibre over m P M . Any m p1q P M p1q such that πpm p1" m corresponds to a Lagrangian subspace L m p1q Ă C m , so this tautologically defines the canonical distribution C p1q Ă ΓpT M p1via C p1q m p1q " pπ˚q´1pL m p1q q. (For higher-order prolongations M pkq , see e.g. [27] .) By Pfaff's theorem, there are local coordinates px i , u, u i q on M such that σ " du´u i dx i , i.e. locally, M is the first jet space J 1 pC n , Cq. With respect to η " dσ " dx i^d u i , C has standard CS-framing
On M p1q , take π-adapted coordinates px i , u, u i , u ij q: about o " spantB x i`u i B u u, let fibre coordinates u ij " u ji correspond to the Lagrangian subspace spantB x i`u i B u`uij B u j u so that C p1q is given by
Locally, M p1q is the second jet space J 2 pC n , Cq.
Given a distribution D on a manifold N , we may form its weak derived flag D ": D´1 Ă D´2 Ă .... Its associated-graded g´pnq " Dpnq ' pD´2pnq{D´1pnqq ' ... at n P N is the symbol algebra. This is a nilpotent graded Lie algebra, whose (tensorial) bracket is induced from the Lie bracket of vector fields on 6 In [5], Cartan only briefly alluded to the Goursat parabolic PDE as the tangent developable for which the involutive system is the singular variety. See [7, p.161 -eq. (7)] for the explicit model, which should read: r`x5s´1 6 x
N . The symbol algebras for pM, Cq and pM p1q , C p1are respectively modelled on:
where dimpV q " 2n and dimpLq " n. The former is the Heisenberg Lie algebra, while the non-trivial brackets on the latter are all natural contractions. We note that S 2 L˚corresponds to a distinguished subbundle of C p1q , namely the vertical bundle for π : M p1q Ñ M .
A contact transformation of pM, Cq is a diffeomorphism φ : M Ñ M such that φ˚pCq " C. Infinitesimally, X P ΓpT M q is contact if L X C Ă C. These definitions apply similarly for pM p1q , C p1q q, but more can be said: by Bäcklund's theorem, any contact transformation [vector field] of pM p1q , C p1is the prolongation of one on pM, Cq. (See [23] for the standard prolongation formula yielding X p1q P ΓpT M p1from X.)
On J 1 pC n , Cq, any contact vector field is uniquely determined by a function on M called its generating function. Conversely, any f " f px i , u, u i q is a generating function for a contact vector field via
If g is another generating function, the commutator rS f , S g s is a contact vector field S rf,gs , where the Lagrange bracket rf, gs is given by
A (system of) second order PDE in one dependent variable and n-independent variables corresponds to a submanifold R Ă LGpCq " M p1q transverse to π. The distribution C p1q and its derived system pC p1q q´2 induce distributions D and r C on R, and pR; D, r Cq is called a PD-manifold [27] . By [30, Thm.4 .1], all symmetries of pR; D, r Cq correspond to (external) contact symmetries of R Ă M p1q , i.e. contact transformations of M p1q preserving R. Define R p1q as the collection of n-dimensional integral elements for pR, Dq transverse to π :
where ChpDq " tX P ΓpDq : L X D Ă Du is the Cauchy characteristic space of D.
3.2. G-contact structures. Given a contact manifold pM, Cq with symbol algebra g´pmq at m P M modelled on the Heisenberg algebra g´, the graded frame bundle F gr pM q Ñ M has fibre over m P M consisting of all graded Lie algebra isomorphisms ι : g´Ñ g´pmq. Its structure group is CSppg´1q. Definition 3.1. Let G ‰ A 1 , C be a complex simple Lie group and G ad -G{P . Let G 0 Ă P be the reductive part. A G-contact structure is a contact manifold pM, Cq of dimension dimpG{P q whose graded frame bundle F gr pM q Ñ M has structure group reduced according to the homomorphism G 0 Ñ CSppg´1q.
A (local) equivalence of G-contact structures is a (local) contact transformation whose pushforward preserves the graded frame bundle reductions. The fundamental theorem of Tanaka, Morimoto, andČap-Schichl (see [4] for definitions and references) establishes an equivalence of categories between G-contact structures and (regular, normal) parabolic geometries of type pG, P q. Well-known consequences [4] are:
‚ Any such structure has symmetry dimension at most dimpgq. ‚ There is a unique local model (the "flat model") with maximal symmetry dimension dimpgq and this has symmetry algebra isomorphic to g. ‚ G-contact structures are all non-rigid geometries, i.e. there exist non-flat models. In spite of these general results arising from the broader theory of parabolic geometries, concrete local descriptions of G-contact structures have been lacking in the literature. Indeed, we only know of Engel's twisted cubic model [11] and the (contact) conformal quartic description [22, 18] .
Restrict now to G ‰ A , C . Since g 0 Ĺ csppg´1q is a maximal subalgebra (Proposition 2.4), the required structure group reduction (up to possibly a discrete subgroup) is mediated by a field of subadjoint varieties V or any of p V, r V, rQs, e.g. we require any graded isomorphism ι : g´Ñ g´pmq to map the model V Ă Ppg´1q projectively onto V m Ă PpC m q. In §2.3, these were given in a CS-basis, so a (local)
i"0 . The former induces fibre coordinates p ij " p ji on M p1q corresponding to the Lagrangian subspace spantX i`pij U j u " kertθ i´pij ω j u. Thus, a G-contact structure is equivalently any of:
‚ a field of sub-adjoint varieties V Ă PpCq, given by the projectivization of the vector fields
LGpCq " M p1q , given in the CS-framing
A symmetry is a self-equivalence of pM, C, Vq. A similar formulation holds for rQs. For E Ă M p1q , a symmetry is a contact transformation Φ : M p1q Ñ M p1q such that ΦpEq " E, i.e. external symmetries. By Bäcklund's theorem, Φ " φ˚for some contact transformation φ : M Ñ M . Thus, symmetries of E regarded as a field m Þ Ñ E m " p V m Ă LGpC m q on M are in 1-1 correspondence with external symmetries of E Ă M p1q regarded as a submanifold (PDE). A similar formulation holds for F.
If S P ΓpT M q is a contact vector field with prolongation S p1q P ΓpT M p1q q, then the infinitesimal symmetry condition for each of V, rQs, E, F is correspondingly:
Proposition 3.2. The symmetry algebra of pM, Cq endowed with any of V, or any of the induced fields E " p V, F " r V, or τ pVq " tQ " 0u is the same.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, each structure reduces the structure algebra of F gr pM q Ñ M according to the homomorphism g 0 Ñ csppg´1q and these reductions are compatible since they are all induced from V. At the group level, the reductions could potentially differ, but only by the action of a discrete group, which does not affect the (infinitesimal) symmetry algebra.
This simple observation dramatically simplifies the (contact) symmetry computation for the PDE E or F. In particular, we avoid the complicated prolongation formula that yields S p1q from S and instead we can equivalently find symmetries of V or rQs on M itself.
3.3.
Harmonic curvature and the flat G-contact structure. A fundamental tensorial invariant for all (regular, normal) parabolic geometries is harmonic curvature κ H . It is a complete obstruction to flatness of the geometry. Given the G 0 -reduction G 0 Ă F gr pM q for a G-contact structure, κ H is a G 0 -equivariant function valued in a cohomology space H 2 pg´, gq, or equivalently it is a section of the associated vector bundle G 0ˆG 0 H 2 pg´, gq over M . Concretely [4, Chp.5], for G-contact structures we find κ H as follows:
(i) Given any CS-framing tX i , U i u of C, define a partial connection ∇ : ΓpT M qˆΓpCq Ñ ΓpCq for which all frame vector fields are parallel. Then ∇pVpλ, tqq " 0 for any rλ, ts P PpC ' W q, so the G 0 -structure reduction is preserved. Writing rX i , U j s " δ i j T mod C, we have T mod C P ΓpT M {Cq parallel for the induced connection on T M {C.
(ii) Let Ź 2 0 C be kernel of the map Ź 2 C Ñ T M {C induced from the Lie bracket. The torsion
In particular, its components in the CS-framing tX i , U i u above involve only the Lie bracket. [14, 4] . (See §4.1 for the G 2 -contact case.) This information is sufficient to identify the flat model for G-contact structures: Theorem 3.3. Let G ‰ A , C be a complex simple Lie group. Consider pM, Cq " pJ 1 pC n , Cq, Cq with standard jet space coordinates px i , u, u i q, 0 ď i ď n´1, standard CS-framing tX i " B x i`u i B u , U i " B u i u on C, and dual coframing tω i " dx i , θ i " du i u. Any of the models in Table 2 equivalently describes the flat G-contact structure. This has (contact) symmetry algebra isomorphic to g.
Proof.
For the given CS-framing, p ij " u ij in (3.8)-(3.11), so we obtain Table 2 . The only non-trivial brackets among tX i , U i u are rX i , U j s " δ i j B u , so Ź 2 0 C " spantX i^Xj , U i^Uj and X i^U j´δ i j pX 0^U 0 qu. Pick ∇ for which the CS-framing is parallel. Then T ∇ | Ź 2 0 C " 0, so κ H " 0 and the model is flat. 3.4. Symmetries of the flat G-contact structure. Computing all symmetries of the flat G-contact structure via the PDE E or F is in general a hopeless task, but we will efficiently compute them via V (see Table 2 ). We have rS f , Vpλ, tqs Ă p T Vpλ,tq V, where f is a generating function for a contact symmetry (see (3.5) ). The space of all such is equipped with the Lagrange bracket (3.6).
Clearly, 1, x i , u i , and Z " 2u´x i u i are all (generating functions for) symmetries. Indeed,
i B u , and S u i "´B x i all commute with Vpλ, tq, while
is spanned by all S x i and S u i , so these correspond to g´1. Also, rx i , u j s " δ i j , so 1 P g´2. Since Z acts by´1 on g´1 and´2 on g´2, this will serve as our grading element. Because g´is known, and the brackets g´1ˆg 2 Ñ g 1 and g´1ˆg 1 Ñ g 0 are surjective, it suffices to determine g 2 , which is only 1-dimensional. Theorem 3.4. Let G ‰ A , C be complex simple Lie group. The flat G-contact structure from Theorem 3.3 admits the following symmetry that spans the top slot g 2 of the contact grading g " g´2 ' ... ' g 2 :
where X " x a w a and P " u a w a . Via the bracket (3.6), tx i , u i , f u generate all of g. (See Table 7 .)
Proof. The g 0 -invariant pairing g 2ˆg´2 Ñ g 0 surjects onto zpg 0 q, so there exists f P g 2 such that Z " r1, f s " f u . Since Z " 2u´x i u i , then f " upu´x i u i q`gpx i , u i q. By (3.5),
We require that rZ, f s " 2f , which implies x i g x i`u i g u i " 4g, i.e. g is homogeneous of degree 4. Fix t P W and let V :" Vp1, tq P ΓpCq. Let rV, S f s P ΓpCq have components pρ 0 , ρ a , µ 0 , µ a q in the
Using (3.10) for p T rVs V, we row reduce˜1
These equations are polynomial in t. Extracting the t-degree 6,5,1,0 parts from (3.14) yields
Since g is homogeneous of degree 4, then A, B, r B are homogeneous of degrees 4, 3, 3. In (3.14)[t-degree 4], set x 0 " 0, then differentiate with respect to u c to obtain 0 " C a pt 2 qC b pt 2 qA uau b uc . Since w a " C a pt 2 q is arbitrary, then A uau b uc " 0. Now consider (3.15)[t-degree 1]:
which splits according to u 0 -degree. Differentiation yields B x a x b "´3C ab pxq and A x a x b " 3C abc r B uc . Since A uau b uc " 0 and since g is homogeneous of degree 4, this implies that: By (2.11), β " 1 2 C˚, so we obtain (3.13). Finally, for V :" Vp0, tq (which is a multiple of U 0 ), the condition rV, S f s P p T rVs V " spantU i u readily follows from observing that f u 0 u i " 0. Table 7 . Generating functions for any complex simple g not of type A or C Assign weighted degree`1 to x i , u i and`2 to u, so g k are polynomials of weighted degree k`2.
Corollary 3.5. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra not of type A or C. Then g embeds into the space of polynomials in x i , u, u i p0 ď i ď n´1q of weighted degree ď 4, equipped with the Lagrange bracket.
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 are also valid for G " A n`1 with C " 0 and 1 ď i ď n, i.e. the 0-th coordinate is not distinguished ( §3.8.1). It is also valid for G " A 1 : t1, 2u, u 2 u is a standard sl 2 -triple.
All generating functions for g are given as linear combinations of those specified in Table 7 .
‚ Z " Z j and Z p0q " ř iPN pjq Z i , where N pjq are neighbouring nodes to the contact node j. ‚ ψ a b P f 0 are the only functions quadratic in tx c , u c u and independent of u, x 0 , u 0 . Hence, their span is closed under the Poisson bracket rf, gs " f x c g uc´gx c f uc , i.e. restriction of the Lagrange bracket.
Corollary 3.7.
(i) G " F 4 , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 : tψ a b u 1ďa,bďdimpW q spans f ss 0 -A 2 , A 2ˆA2 , A 5 , E 6 respectively; dimpzpf 0" 1.
0 -so m is the span of all x a u b´xb u a . (See the adapted basis tw a u m a"1 in §2.3 and use x¨,¨y and its inverse to lower and raise indices.) Also, zpf 0 q " spantZ p0q , Z p8q u. ‚ m " 1 or m " 2: f ss 0 " 0 and zpf 0 q " spantZ p0q , Z p8q , Z p1q u, where Z p1q :" x 1 u 1´x1 u 1 . Proof. Table 5 yields the assertions for f ss 0 . For (ii), if q ab are the components of x¨,¨y with respect to tw a u, then for t " pv, λq, we have Cpt 3 q " C abc t a t b t c " q ab v a v b λ, so C ab ptq " Table 6 , we have for s˚" pv˚, µq, pC˚q ab ps˚q " 
Let e i j denote the 3ˆ3 matrix with 1 in the pi, jq-position and 0 otherwise. Consider the ordered basis of W " J 3 pR C q given by 2 . This basis determines coordinates tx a u on W and dual coordinates tu a u on W˚. A Lie algebra isomorphism from A 2 " sl 3 to spantψ a b u 1ďa,bďdimpW q is given by
e 2 3 Þ Ñψ 2 6 " x 4 u 5`x 2 u 6`2 x 6 u 3 ; e 3 2 Þ Ñψ 3 6 " x 5 u 4`2 x 6 u 2`x 3 u 6 ;
The following result will be used in §3.5.1 and §3.6.2.
Proposition 3.9. Consider the map Ψ : EndpW q Ñ W˚b
Proof. Let A P kerpΨq. The W " J 3 pHq case is trivial and the W " JS 1 case follows easily.
EndpW q contains f 0 and the Cartan product End 0 pW q of W and W˚.
f ss 0 -weight of End 0 pW q 2λ 1`2 λ 2 λ 1`λ2`λ
By comparing dimensions, it follows that EndpW q -C ' f ss 0 ' End 0 pW q as f ss 0 -irreps. By Schur's lemma, it suffices to verify that Ψ ‰ 0 on f ss 0 and End 0 pW q. ‚ End 0 pW q: take highest weight vectors for W and W˚, so their product is a highest weight vector A P End 0 pW q. In an adapted weight basis, we have A a b " 0 except for
" spantu a x 0`3 2 C a pX 2 qu, and ru a x 0`3 2 C a pX 2 q, u 0 s " u a . Referring to Table 7 ,
C bed pC˚q aek . Evaluate ΨpAq. Use (2.11) and set a " d ‰ c. Then
3.5. The PDE system E. Let G ‰ A , C . Consider the PDE E Ă J 2 for the flat G-contact structure. As in §3.1, we obtain a PD-manifold pE; D, r Cq whose symmetries correspond to external symmetries of E Ă J 2 . We have local coordinates px i , u, u i , t a q on E adapted to E Ñ M 2n`1 , so dimpEq " 3n. While r C is given by anntdu´u i dx i u " spantB x i`u i B u , B u i , B t a u, D has rank 2n´1 and is spanned by
Let us consider the subordinate structure pE, Dq.
3.5.1. Involutivity. The dual Pfaffian system to D is I " spantσ, θ i u, where
Letting J " spantσ, θ i , ω i u, then pI, J q is a linear Pfaffian system, i.e. dI " 0 mod J . Its corresponding tableau is involutive (in the sense of Cartan-Kähler [23, 13] ) only in two cases: Theorem 3.10. Given G ‰ A , C a complex simple Lie group, the tableau for pI, J q is involutive if and only if G " G 2 or B 3 . These cases have single nonzero Cartan character s 1 " 1 or s 1 " 2 respectively.
Proof. The degree of indeterminacy r p1q of pI, J q is the dimension of the space of all A c i such that the replacements π c Þ Ñ π c`Ac i ω i preserve (3.20), i.e. 0 " C acrb A c is . (Clearly, A c i " δ c i λ solves this.) Thus, A c 0 " 0, so 0 " C acrb A c ds remains. By Proposition 3.9, r p1q " 1 if G ‰ B 3 and r p1q " 2 if G " B 3 . The only non-trivial part of the tableau associated to pI, J q is the 1-form valued submatrix with symmetric entries T ab " C abc π c . The Cartan characters s 1 , s 2 , ... are obtained as follows: s 1 is the maximal number of linearly independent 1-forms in the first column, s 2 is the maximal number of independent 1-forms in the second column that are independent of the first column, etc. These characters are computed under the assumption of working in a generically chosen basis for the tableau, and we have s 1 ě s 2 ě ... ě 0. Cartan's test for involutivity of pI, J q is that s 1`2 s 2`3 s 3`. .. " r p1q .
Suppose G ‰ B 3 , so r p1q " 1. Involutivity forces s 1 " 1 and s 2 " s 3 " ... " 0, so all entries of the tableau are linearly dependent. But C : W Ñ S 2 W˚is injective (Lemma 2.5), so dimpW q " 1, i.e. G " G 2 .
Suppose G " B 3 , so r p1q " 2. Thus, W " JS 1 and the only non-trivial component of C is C 118 " 1, so T "´π
The only nonzero Cartan character is s 1 " 2 and Cartan's test is satisfied.
In the involutive cases W " J 3 pHq and W " JS 1 , the general integral manifold of (3.19) will depend on s 1 functions of one variable. In all non-involutive cases, we need to prolong the system: consider the bundle r E Ñ E with 1-dimensional fibres, fibre coordinate λ, equipped with r I consisting of (the pullback of) I together with the forms r π c :" π c`λ ω c . Then dI " 0 mod r I, but
This system has torsion, so we must restrict to any submanifold r E 0 Ă r E on which dλ`3λ 2 dx 0 " 0. Then
is a rank 2n Frobenius system on the 3n-manifold r E 0 . Together with an additional arbitrary constant parametrizing the possible r E 0 , the general integral manifold of I will depend on 2n`1 arbitrary constants.
Homogeneous space description.
Let G ‰ A , C and G ad -G{P j . In the Dynkin diagram of G, let N pjq denote the neighbouring nodes to the contact node j, and let Z N pjq " ř iPN pjq Z i . Refine the Z j -grading on g with the pZ N pjq , Z j q-bigrading. From (2.4)-(2.5), we have:
The symplectic form on V pairs V 0 with V´3 and V´1 with V´2. This yields a 1-dimensional subspace g´3 ,´2 transverse to V . (See Figure 1 for the G 2 -case.) Figure 1 . Some geometric structures encoded on the G 2 -root diagram Proposition 3.11. Let G ‰ A , C and consider the PD-manifold pE; D, r Cq for the flat G-contact structure on M " G ad -G{P j . As G-homogeneous spaces, E -G{P Bpjq , where Bpjq " tju Y N pjq. Fix o P G{P j , l P PpC o q the highest weight line, and p " p T l V o P LGpC o q. With respect to the pZ N pjq , Z j q-bigrading,
With respect to the Z Bpjq -grading, these are g´1 ' g´2 and g´1 ' ... ' g´4 respectively.
Proof. The parabolic Q Ă F " G ss 0 is the stabilizer of l. Since the map V o Ñ LGpC o q is an embedding, then Q Ă F is also the stabilizer of p " p T l V o . As remarked in §2.2, the crossed nodes for Q are N pjq. Hence, the stabilizer in G of p is P Bpjq , so E -G{P Bpjq .
In the Lagrange-Grassmann bundle M p1q over pM, Cq, we restrict C p1q and pC p1q q´2 to E to obtain D and r C respectively. Referring to (3.21), we have p " V 0 ' V´1 and C o is identified with V " V 0 ' V´1 ' V´2 ' V´3. The vertical subspace at p P M p1q is isomorphic to f´1 " g´1 ,0 . By definition, the pullback under the projection E Ñ M of: (i) C o yields r C p , and (ii) p Ă C o yields D p . This yields the stated decompositions.
We emphasize that the subordinate structure pE, Dq: ‚ is not the underlying structure for a pG, P Bpjq q-geometry. (It is not finite-type since ChpDq ‰ 0.) ‚ has no distinguished vertical subspace (corresponding to f´1 " g´1 ,0 ). This is determined from the additional data of r C. Namely, this vertical subspace is Chp r Cq " ChpC p1X T E.
3.6. Cauchy characteristics and second-order Monge geometries.
3.6.1. Cauchy characteristic reduction. We know that pE, Dq admit Cauchy characteristics. More precisely:
Proposition 3.12. rankpChpDqq " 1 (so ChpDq p " g 0,´1 ) and ChpDq Ć Chp r Cq is spanned by
Proof. From (3.18) , the non-trivial commutator relations are
By injectivity of C : W Ñ S 2 W˚, rankpD´2q " 3n´2. By (3.20) , E p1q Ñ E is onto, so by (3.7), rankpChpDqq " 1. Since rZ, T a s " X a and rZ, X 0 s " rZ, X a s " 0, then Z P ChpDq. Also, Z R Chp r Cq.
Tautologically, PpChpDqq is V Ă PpCq on M . The vector field Z has the 3n´1 invariants
which yields local coordinates pX a , U, U a , T a , Zq on the leaf space E. Pulling back I by the section σ : E Ñ E determined by x 0 " 0 yields the differential system
Its dual vector distribution D is spanned by
Note rB T a , Y b s " 3C abc B Uc`3 C ab pT qB Z . Since C : W Ñ S 2 W˚is injective, we may take m´2 -D´2{D to be spanned by B Uc`T c B Z pmod Dq. We obtain the symbol algebra g´" g´1 ' g´2 ' g´3, where
With respect to the bracket Ź 2 g´1 Ñ g´2, each copy of W in g´1 -W ' W is isotropic, while cross terms yield a map W b W Ñ W˚expressed via C. The bracket g´1ˆg´2 Ñ g´3 is the natural contraction.
More abstractly, referring to the pZ N pjq , Z j q-bigrading used in Proposition 3.11, we have ChpDq p " g 0,´1 , so quotienting by this only retains the Z N pjq -grading and we may re-express (3.25) as
Thus, the symbol algebra for the distribution D on E corresponding to g´1 matches that for the underlying structure for (regular, normal) pG, P N pjq q-geometries. (From [29] , this structure comes from the filtration; no additional structure group reduction is required.) We refer to these as second-order Monge geometries. Proposition 3.13. Let G ‰ A , C . The structure pE, Dq in (3.23) is the flat model for pG, P N pjq qgeometries. If moreover G ‰ G 2 , B 3 , then any (regular, normal) pG, P N pjq q-geometry is (locally) flat.
Proof. All symmetries of pE; D, r Cq preserve ChpDq, so are projectable over E. Since ChpDq X Chp r Cq " 0, then g injects into the symmetry algebra of pE, Dq. But all pG, P N pjq q-geometries have symmetry dimension at most dimpgq. The flat model is uniquely maximally symmetric, which implies the first claim.
The second claim is due to Yamaguchi [30, pg.313] . Namely, almost all pG, P N pjsatisfy H 2 pg´, gq " 0, hence κ H " 0 for regular, normal geometries. The only exceptions are pG 2 , P 1 q and pB 3 , P 1,3 q. Integral manifolds of (3.23) , i.e. submanifolds upon which ω, θ, θ a vanish, have maximal dimension dimpW q and we may take these to be parametrized by X a . These are the solutions to the second order Monge equations (1.1), where T c " T c pX e q. On integral manifolds, dω, dθ, dθ a also vanish. Since dω " T a dθ a , the compatibility condition is
Proposition 3.14. If W ‰ J 3 pHq and W ‰ JS 1 , the only solutions to (3.27) are T c " λX c`µc , where λ and µ c are constants. In these cases, the solution of (1.1) is
depending on 2n`1 arbitrary constants.
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, T c ,e " λδ c e , so T c " λX c`µc as claimed, and the rest easily follows.
For G " G 2 , i.e. W " J 3 pHq, (3.27) is trivial. Eliminating T , (1.1) becomes Z 1 " 1 2 pU 2 q 2 (equivalent to Hilbert-Cartan). When G " B 3 , i.e. W " JS 1 , Cpt 3 q " v 2 λ for t " pv, λq, and (1.1) becomes
This has solution Z " 1 2 f 1 pxq 2 y`ş f 1 pxqg 2 pxqdx, U " f pxqy`gpxq. 3.7. The parabolic Goursat PDE F. Let G ‰ A , C . For the flat G-contact structure, consider F Ă M p1q and its associated PD-manifold pF; D, r Cq. We now verify that F has parabolic Goursat type and show how the first-order covariant system N [30] leads to the sub-adjoint variety field V.
The hypersurface F Ă M p1q has local coordinates px i , u, u i , u ab , t a q adapted to F Ñ M 2n`1 . While
has rank 2n´1 and is spanned by
Off of u ab " 3C ab ptq, i.e. E Ă F, we have D´2 " r C, so ChpDq " 0 by (3.7). (We verify that F p1q Ñ F is onto.) Hence, pF, Dq and pF; D, r Cq share the same symmetries (which are the external symmetries of F Ă M p1q ; see §3.1). The symbol algebra 7 of pF; D, r Cq at v P F is the subalgebra of g´in (3.4) given by
where rpvq Ă S 2 L˚has codimension one. This corresponds to the vertical subspace spanned by differentiating the parametric equations for F by B t c and B u cd . If tχ i u is a basis of L and tχ i u its dual basis, then S 2 L˚is spanned by χ i χ j (corresponding to B u ij ). Let lpvq " χ 0´t a χ a P L. Then r K pvq " annprpvqq "
q " 1 everywhere.) We have a distinguished l K Ă L˚and a corresponding first-order covariant system N Ă D´2 spanned by D together with t a B u 0`B ua . The (graded Lie algebra) automorphism group Apsq of s distinguishes a subspace spantφplq : φ P Apsqu Ă s´1 and we let M Ă D be the corresponding distribution, called the Monge characteristic system. (See [27, §7.3] for more details.) Explicitly, N and M are spanned by
Since M " ChpN q, then M is completely integrable, i.e. F is of Goursat type. 7 The symbol algebra of a PD-manifold should not be confused with the symbol algebra of a distribution.
The vertical bundle for F Ñ M is Chp r Cq " spantB t a , B u ab u. We have ChpN q X Chp r Cq " spantB u ab u, and the projection of ChpN q to M recovers the sub-adjoint variety field V Ă PpCq. Since N and ChpN q are covariant for D, this confirms that all symmetries of pF, Dq are inherited by pM, C, Vq.
3.8. Degenerate cases. In this section, we treat the exceptional type A and C cases.
3.8.1. Type A. For G " A n`1 , A n`1 {P 1,n`1 -G ad ãÑ Ppgq and g´1 is reducible for g 0 -C 2ˆs l n . Here, the corresponding geometric structure is a Legendrian contact structure, i.e. pM 2n`1 , Cq with a decomposition C " E ' F into complementary Legendrian subspaces. When F is integrable, we can introduce coordinates px i , u, u i q, 1 ď i ď n, so that C " annpdu´u i dx i q and F " spantB u k u (see [9] ). Now E specifies a section of M p1q Ñ M , so such structures can be regarded as complete systems of 2nd order PDE u ij " f ij px k , u, u k q up to point transformations, i.e. contact transformations preserving spantB u k u.
Proposition 3.15. The PDE system u ij " 0, 1 ď i, j ď n has point symmetry algebra g " A n`1 . Its generating functions are:
Here, Z " Z 1`Zn`1 , where the bi-grading element pZ 1 , Z n`1 q " pu, u´x i u i q acts as indicated above.
The top slot is a special case of (3.13) when C " 0. (Here, x 0 , u 0 are no longer distinguished.)
Harmonic curvature obstructs flatness and corresponds to H 2 pg´, gq. We summarize its components:
‚ n " 1: Relative invariants I 1 , I 2 (Tresse invariants). ‚ n ě 2: Two torsions τ E , τ F (obstructing the integrability of E, F ) and a curvature W. For semiintegrable structures,
see [9] . 3.8.2. Type C. For G " C n`1 , C n`1 {P 1 -G ad ãÑ Ppgq and G ss 0 -Sppg´1q acts transitively on LGpg´1q, so instead examine the stabilizer P 1,n`1 of a Lagrangian subspace. This induces a |3|-grading g " g´3 '...'g 3 with g 0 -C 2ˆA n´1 and g´having the same commutator relations as (3.4) for pJ 2 pC n , Cq, C p1q q, where dimpLq " n :" ´1. In g´1 " L'S 2 L˚, both L and S 2 L˚are distinguished subspaces under the G 0 -action.
By [28, Cor.6.6] , any pN, Dq with symbol algebra modelled on g´(and D modelled on g´1) is locally isomorphic to pJ 2 pC n , Cq, C p1q q. The structure underlying a regular, normal pC n`1 , P 1,n`1 q geometry is a further choice of subbundle E Ă D complementary to V " ChpD´2q Ă D. (These correspond to L and S 2 L˚in g´1.) Locally, D -C p1q is given by (3.2) and V -spantB u ij u. Hence,
for some functions f ijk px l , u, u l , u lm q (symmetric in i, j, k). Equivalently, the geometric structure corresponds to the contact geometry of a complete system of 3rd order PDE
The n " 1 case is the contact geometry of a 3rd order ODE. The flat model is:
Proposition 3.16. The PDE system u ijk " 0, 1 ď i, j, k ď n has contact symmetry algebra g " C n`1 and isotropy P 1,n`1 on the second jet space px i , u, u i , u ij q. The generating functions are:
Harmonic curvature κ H can be computed in a similar fashion as in §3.3. On C p1q , define a partial connection ∇ such that ∇p r B x i q " 0 and ∇pB u lm q " 0, which clearly preserves the splitting C p1q " E ' V . Restricting to n ě 2, H 2 pg´, gq decomposes into two g 0 -irreps, both of homogeneity`1 and comprised of torsion. (If n " 1 , a curvature appears, so this case is different.) Hence, κ H is comprised of two components τ E and τ EV of torsion T ∇ and these are obtained as follows:
(i) In g´, V is modelled on S 2 L˚. The Cartan product Ź 2 L˚d S 2 L˚is the kernel of the skewsymmetrization map on the first three factors of Ź 2 L˚b S 2 L˚. We calculaté
Thus, τ E P Γp Ź 2 E˚d V q has components pτ E q lmjk " T lmjk´Trlmjsk . (ii) Let pE bV q 0 be the kernel of the Levi-bracket restricted to E bV . Then τ EV P trfrppE bV q 0 q˚bV q, where all traces have been removed. We calculate
Now we need to remove all traces. Let R lm ijk "
Bf ijk Bu lm , S m jk " R rm rjk and T k " S r rk . Define
Since κ H completely obstructs flatness, we have:
Theorem 3.17. Let n ě 2. The complete 3rd order PDE system (3.33) is contact equivalent to the flat model u ijk " 0, 1 ď i, j, k ď n if and only if τ E " 0 and τ EV " 0.
In Definition 3.1, we omitted C n`1 -contact structures (contact projective structures; C n`1 {P 1 geometries) since these are instead encoded via a class of contact connections. Such structures are equivalent, viaČap's theory of correspondence and twistor spaces [3] , to complete systems of 3rd order PDE (i.e. C n`1 {P 1,n`1 geometries) satisfying τ EV " 0.
4. Non-flat structures 4.1. G 2 -contact structures. Following §3.3, we exhibit a formula for κ H for G 2 -contact structures, and then we establish some symmetry classification results. We follow notation introduced in Example 2.2. Here, V " g´1 " S 3 C 2 , g 0 -gl 2 , the grading element is Z "´1 3 I, and we find (via Kostant) that:
Let us exhibit Ź 2 0 V˚-Γ 4 explicitly. Consider the sl 2 -basis pe 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 q " pr 3 , 3r 2 s, 3rs 2 , s 3 q of V . Let ω 0 , ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 be its dual basis. Then η from (2.2) is a multiple of ω 0^ω3´3 ω 1^ω2 . Hooking with the latter yields an sl 2 -isomorphism V -V˚, which identifies pω 0 , ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 q " p´s 3 Next, note that a CS-basis of pV, rηsq is given by pr 3 ,´3r 2 s,´6s 3 ,´6rs 2 q. We can pointwise identify this with a given CS-framing pX 0 , X 1 , U 0 , U 1 q defining a G 2 -contact structure.
Theorem 4.1. Consider the G 2 -contact structure on pM 5 , Cq for a CS-framing
Given Y P ΓpCq, define ρpYq " r 3 ρ 0 pYq`3r 2 sρ 1 pYq`3rs 2 ρ 2 pYq`s 3 ρ 3 pYq, where tρ i pYqu are components with respect to tE i u. Then κ H is (up to a constant) the tensor product of 0 ‰ vol 5 P p Ź 2 pC 2 q˚q 5 with
The G 2 -contact structure is flat iff κ H " 0.
Proof. The framing (4.2) corresponds to the sl 2 -basis pe 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 q " pr 3 , 3r 2 s, 3rs 2 , s 3 q. As in §3.3, pick ∇ that leaves the CS-framing, hence (4.2), parallel. The basis for Ź 2 0 V˚in (4.1) has dual basis e 2^e3 , e 3ê 1 , 1 3 p3e 0^e3`e1^e2 q, e 2^e0 , e 0^e1 . Evaluate T ∇ on corresponding bivectors (formed from the framing (4.2)) and find their components via ρ. Multiply with corresponding elements of Γ 4 to obtain (4.3).
One can naturally classify non-flat G 2 -contact structures according to the root type of κ H . Some homogeneous examples are given in Table 8 , with V, rQs, E, F determined by (3.8)- (3.11) . Note that to write E (or F) in standard jet-coordinates, we identify the CS-element g specifying the frame change from the standard CS-framing (3.1) (corresponding to u xx " t 3 3 , u xy " t 2 2 , u yy " t) to the given one, and then use (2.1). These PDE satisfy additional compatibility conditions. A case analysis shows that the solution space generally depends on 3 arbitrary constants. However, our type [7] PDE example is inconsistent, while our type [2,2,1,1,1] PDE example has general solution upx, yq " c 1`c2 x`c 3 y or an arbitrary function f pyq. For all these examples, pE, Dq does not admit any Cauchy characteristics. This proves (i) and (ii). For (iii), the annihilator is trivial. The final statement follows from Table 8 .
We do not know any homogeneous G 2 -contact structures of root type r1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1s. The CS-framing
determines a type r1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1s structure with 4-dimensional symmetry algebra spanned by p, q, e´y, e y .
4.2.
Submaximally symmetric G-contact structures. Let G ‰ A , C with associated Jordan algebra W (Table 3 ) and basis tw a u. Fix 1 ď c ď dimpW q and take the G-contact structure for the CS-framing
As in §4.1, we can find the corresponding E and F in standard jet-coordinates:
which are also the first and second-order envelopes determined by the parametrization
Using (3.10), the condition rV, S f s P p T rVs V, expressed in the CS-framing tX i , U i u is 0 " µ 0´ρ 0 px c`C pt 3 qq´3 2 ρ a C a pt 2 q " Vˆd f dx 0˙`f uc`V pf u 0 qpx c`C pt 3 qq´3 2 Vpf ua qC a pt 2 q (4.9) 0 " µ a´3 2 ρ 0 C a pt 2 q´3ρ b C ab ptq " Vˆd f dx a˙`3 2
Vpf u 0 qC a pt 2 q´3Vpf u b qC ab ptq (4.10)
The t-degree 6 and 5 components of (4.9) imply f u 0 u 0 " f u 0 u i " 0, so f " gpx i , u, u a q`hpx i , uqu 0 . Setting u 0 " 0 in (4.9)[t-degree 1] implies 0 " ph x a`u a h u qx c , 0 " g x a x 0`u a g ux 0 . The third of these follows from (4.9)[t-degree 4] and (2.11): 0 "´t a X a pf u 0 qCpt 3 q`9 4 C a pt 2 qC b pt 2 qf uau b " 9 4 p3pC˚q abe X a pf u 0 q`f u b ue qC b pt 2 qC e pt 2 q. Since C b pt 2 q is arbitrary and f uau 0 " f uu 0 " 0, then f u b ue " 0. Now combine (4.11) and (4.12), and after a straightforward calculation, we obtain h " hpx 0 q, g " G a px i qu a`α px a q`βpx 0 q`γpx 0 qu. [t-degree 3] yields 0 " A a pb C deqa . Setting r k "´2 7 γ 0 and A a b " 0 yields the symmetry u´2 7 x 0 u 0´3 7 x a u a . Now relabel r k "´3 7 k and set γ 0 " 0 for the remaining symmetries. The V :" Vp0, tq case quickly follows from the condition f u 0 u i " 0.
The number of symmetries in (4.7) is dimpM q`1`dimpW q " 3n`1. By (4.8), the linear transformation w a Þ Ñ A b a w b must be a symmetry of C P S 3 W˚, so from §2.3 is contained in f ss 0 . Moreover, it must preserve the line rw c s P PpW˚q. To maximize the solution space of (4.8), we should examine the minimal F 0 -orbit(s) in PpW˚q. Table 9 . Submaximal symmetry dimensions S for G-contact structures (see [15] ) Theorem 4.4. If rw c s lies in a minimal F 0 -orbit in PpW˚q, then the G-contact structure (4.4) is submaximally symmetric.
Proof. We give the proof for g " E 8 and g " D p ě 5q. The other cases are treated similarly.
‚ g " E 8 , f ss 0 " E 6 , n " 28: The E 6 -highest weights of W and W˚are λ 6 and λ 1 . The dimension of P 1 Ă E 6 is 62. Adding this to 3n`1 " 85 agrees with S " 147. ‚ g " D , f ss 0 " D ´3 , n " 2 ´4: Here 3n`1 " 6 ´11, m " 2 ´6 and W " C m ' C -W˚as D ´3 -reps. Also, dimpzpf 0" 2, so one element acts non-trivially on C, and the other preserves it. There are two harmonic curvature branches:
(i) C m : highest weight λ 1 , so p3n`1q`1`dimpP 1 q " p6 ´11q`1`p2 2´1 5 `29q " 2 2´9 `19 " S p23q . (ii) C: p3n`1q`1`dimpD ´3 q " 6 ´11`1`p ´3qp2 ´7q " 2 2´7 `11 " S p21q .
4.3.
Type A and C. In Table 10 , we give submaximally symmetric PDE (for n ě 2) in the type A and C cases. The n " 1 cases are the classically known 2nd and 3rd order ODE cases.
G{P

Invariants Submax sym dim Model Symmetries
An`1{P1,n`1 pn ě 2q τE ‰ 0, τF " 0, An`1{P1,n`1 pn ě 2q τE " 0,
1, x k pk ‰ nq, ui, x k u l pk ‰ n; l ‰ 1q, unpx 1 q 2`xn , u´x i ui´1 2 x n un,
Cn`1{P1,n`1 pn ě 2q τE ‰ 0,
u k u l pk, l ě 3q, u´x 2 u2, 6u2´px 1 q 3 ,
Cn`1{P1,n`1 pn ě 2q τE " 0, τEV ‰ 0 S p1,n`1q " 1, x i , u, ui, x k x l pk ‰ 1 ‰ lq, x k u l pk ‰ 1; l ‰ nq, 3px 1 q 2`p x n q 3 , 3x 1 u1`2x n un´5u Table 10 . Submaximally symmetric PDE for A n`1 {P 1,n`1 and C n`1 {P 1,n`1 geometries Appendix A. Some explicit PDE E for the flat G-contact structure
Coordinate pv, λq λ diagpt1, t2, t3q Given A " pa rs q P Mat 3ˆ3 pCq, let C rs pAq be its pr, sq-th cofactor. ‚ G " F 4 : W " J 3 pR C q, so a rs " a sr .
puijq "¨d 
